INTERESTED IN MICROCOMPUTERS?

IF YOU CAN'T ANSWER THREE OF THESE QUESTIONS:

1. Why does Tim Barry predict "an unspectacular sales future for the Apple III?" InfoWorld, 1/19/81.
2. What steps are IBM, Xerox, and three other companies taking to encourage research in microelectronics? InfoWorld, 12/08/80.
4. What were the results of the first microcomputer trade mission to the People's Republic of China? InfoWorld, 12/31/80.
6. What in the world is a What In The World Contest?

TEAR OUT THIS COUPON.

InfoWorld has your answers. We cover emerging trends and products in the fast-paced micro industry. You'll view those trends and products through the eyes of industry experts.

You'll appreciate our unbiased, thorough, professional opinions of new products you may be buying soon.

Subscribe today, and you'll get answers from InfoWorld every other week.
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